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She decides she wants to leave but Mark wants to stay because the view is fantastic, he knows because he has already been to the top**. Gemma realises that ... 
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Summary WB p26



WHO? WHAT? WHERE? WHEN? WHY? HOW?



Gemma and Mark are waiting to visit the Empire State Building. Gemma is annoyed because the queue isn't moving and it's raining. After the visit she wants to go shopping but she doesn't know if she has got enough time.* She decides she wants to leave but Mark wants to stay because the view is fantastic, he knows because he has already been to the top**. Gemma realises that Uncle Mark is staying JUST for her! How nice!



*Gemma wants to know if she has got enough time **Gemma wants to know how many times he has been to the top.



Present perfect = expériences personnelles
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